Interactive kiosk
gives detailed and certified
informations about air quality
with the purpose of increasing
awareness in citizens.

More awareness for a
better quality of life

For public administrations:
to inform citizens about the
presence of atmospheric
pollutants.

Among its innovative solutions in favour of environmental
sustainability, aGrisù provides a scientific data display
system about the air quality, suitable by public authorities
and citizens.
The interactive kiosk allows to visualize reliable and
constantly up-to-date information about the air quality in a
clear and simple way.
This intelligent medium informs citizens about the presence
of atmospheric pollutants in the air breathed. Informations
are available within the boundaries of an European macro
area. Furthermore, the interactive kiosk offers the possibility
to visualize informations about meteorological parameters.

aGrisù allows to visualize scientific data
through an owner interfacing system.
Copernicus Programme is a complex system which collects
photometric data from multiple sources: earth observation
satellites and in situ sensors such as ground stations,
airborne and sea-borne sensors.
aGrisù processes data about the presence of pollutants
through a confidential access to the system and provides
heterogeneous information about the concentration of
pollutants over the European quadrant (NO 69.95, 24.95;
NE 69.95, 44.95; SO 30.05, 24.95; SE 30.05, 44.95) and
soon the coverage will be extended to the World.

NO (Nitrogen oxide )
CO (Carbon monoxide)
SO2 (Sulfhur dioxide )
O3 (Ozone)
PM10 and PM2.5 (Particulate)
NO2 (Nitrogen dioxide)
NMVOC (non-methane VOC)
NH3 (Ammonia)
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Pollens (Birch pollen grains )
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Interactive kiosk
gives detailed and certified
informations about air quality
with the purpose of increasing
awareness in citizens.

Interactive kiosks can be installed in different locations, where citizens can easily view the data.
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Business and Technology Incubator
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Finalist Project at Wind Green Award (2017)
Finalist Project INNOVAZIONE-Startup Europe
Awards (2016)
Winner Project of
Special IngDan Far East Development Awards
at 6th Edition of Premio Gaetano Marzotto (2016)
Winner Project of Fondazione Human plus Award at
Reside Innovation Call, Vivere lo Spazio (2016)
Finalist Project OpenIren (2016)
Winner Proposal at National Program for
development
of innovative PMI (2016)
Finalist Project Edison Pulse 2016 (Low Carbon City)
among 400 selected projects

aGrisù s.r.l. is an innovative start up and academic spin off
of the University of Turin. It was founded in 2013 and its aim
is creating simple and affordable tools for monitoring
human absorption of atmospheric pollutants.
It patented an algorithm which is now protected in Europe
and USA.

Since its foundation it started a growth path and it devoted
wide space to research and development.
As a result of many participations to public calls, aGrisù
received awards and recognitions that allowed to keep on
developing its projects.
Today, it is protagonist in some partnerships with some
businessmen who work in home automation, energetic and
alert systems in the industrial and domestic field.

Winner Project of Meet IOT challenge: Portable or
wearable NO2 measurement devices for outdoor
personal usage. (2015)
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